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Former Director of NASA's Breakthrough Physics Propulsion Program, Marc Millis, summarizing certain aspects of that program, concluded that the
electromagnetic radiation pressure of the Quantum Vacuum might someday be used as a practical source of fuel-less energy and massless propulsion;
Millis stated that we might someday develop a practical Quantum Optical Diode that will provide energy and massless propulsion, lifting or rapidly
accelerating many tonnes of Mass.1 A Light Diode consists of a material that is relatively more transparent to the light that approaches it from one
side, but relatively reflective to equally strong light that is approaching the other side. Visible light diodes like this already exist. This paper establishes
the strong likelihood of adapting existing material science, VUV, X-Ray Optics, and nano-layering techniques to create a Quantum-Flux Optical Diode,
(Q-FOD,) that can interact with some significant part of this particularly dense range of Quantum Vacuum wavelengths.

Just as we already use the free radiant energy of the Sun, Z-PED is a way for anyone to also use the more-abundant free radiantenergy of the Quantum Vacuum at anytime, at any place, as much as they want, and as often as they want, without paying any money
to anyone, ever!!!
A light diode enables us to do a seemingly impossible thing, to derive a net force from its random encounters with these light particles
of the Quantum Vacuum. This truly seems as ludicrous,as trying to harness the thermal motions of air particles; this is because, just as
air particles shower all objects uniformly from all sides, so also is Z-PED showered with equal numbers of equally intense light particles,
on every side, from every direction and because light particles, like air particles, impart forces as they bounce off of an object. However,
unlike the situation with air particles, equal numbers of light particles do not have to bounce off all sides of a light diode, since some of
them can pass through the diode instead of reflecting off of it. Light that is passing through the diode exerts mere trivial forces. 1 Light
Particles bounce off of-, or pass through- various transparent materials differently. Different materials change the direction of the light
that enters them by different amounts. These properties, that are unique to light, give us us unexpected new possibilities that do not
pertain to the thermal motions of air pressure.
For many years, we have been unwittingly doing this exact same thing with visible light. Glare bounces off of our faces and approaches
the back side of our eyeglasses at a shallow-, therefore highly reflective- angle; it would reflect back into our eyes, however, the coating
on the backside of glare-proof lenses bends this shallow-angle light so that it then passes through the back of the lens at a steeper-,
less-reflective- angle. Therefore, if equal and opposite fluxes of light approach both sides of a piece of glass, from all directions,
comparatively less light will reflect from the coated side than from the non-coated side; this will produce a net thrust, since light that is
passing through the material exerts far less net force on the material than the light that reflects from its surfaces.
In Picture 1, all of the forces, that are exerted by light that passes all of the way through
the device from top to bottom, counteract each other: Green Arrow a represents light
that is approaching the top surface of a highly transparent material from a very shallow
angle. Purple arrows, c & d, indicate that the light that passes through the material
exerts equal and opposite vertical forces when they enter and leave2 the device; both of
these facts have been experimentally demonstrated by independent experimenters.

Picture 1

Green arrow e represents light that approaches the bottom of the device from the same
very shallow angle as before; but this time, the light must reflect from the bottom
surface because the blue material is highly reflective AND because the light is
approaching the blue material from a very shallow angle AND because there is no
coating that could alter the angle of the incoming light.
Even though the downward-bound light was originally approaching the blue material
from the same shallow angle as the upward bound light, it cannot reflect as much as
the bottom surface because the green material bends this light, which causes the light
to into the top surface of the blue material at a steeper, less-reflective angle.

Brown arrows o & p represent the forces that are exerted on the device by the bending of the light. We truly know that these light-bending
forces are equal and opposite since the light is bent back to the original angle by the time it has passed all of the way through both
materials.
The green material also bends the light to a steeper, non-reflective angle. Because of its now-steeper, non-reflective angle, the light can
now enter and pass through the top of the blue material without being reflected. Red arrow g indicates that the light pushes upward on the
bottom of the blue surface as it reflects. Therefore, we have a net propulsive force.

Visible light is far too weak to exert practical forces on anything; however, there is a strong likelihood that we can adapt
already-existing, soft X-ray and VUV optical technologies to manipulate these same wavelengths of the denser, far-more
powerful wavelengths of the light of the Quantum Vacuum in exactly the same way.
The attached budget contains bids for consulting fees for experts in all of the various fields who will primarily work together
to design and test various prototypes and secondarily, as funds permit, to determine the feasibility of various alternative
approaches. It also contains estimates for the cost of building different kinds of prototypes.
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Tentative Budget:
Stage One:
Set up a modest lab and office
Director, Accountants, Legal & Technical Consultants to:
•
•
•
•

Establish a Trust or Non-Profit Corporation
Assess Patent and Licensing Issues and projected costs.
Identify best technical approach
Authoritatively establish the feasibility of each part of this project.
•
Documentation
•
Calculation
•
Analysis
•
Identify and resolve any outstanding technical issues.
•
Write Stage 2 budget
Stage Two
Consultants will:
•
Design prototypes
•
Write Proposals for Optical Fabricators to bid on.
•
Write Grant Proposals for further development and related basic research.
Stage Three
Fabrication Iteration
•
Testing
•
Redesign
•
Repeat

If I am an expert at anything it is this: I have read so widely for so many years, that I can pull together pieces of
information that are scattered all over the place and fit them together to make a new picture.
My Trillion Dollar Insight: seems unapparent to most people: Researchers often cannot realize the importance of their
own work---they cannot know its relevance since they don't know that the guy down the hall has their missing piece.
EVERYBODY IS WAITING FOR MISSING PIECES THAT ALREADY EXIST!!!
The people who are projecting ZPE Propulsion and Energy into the distant future have not examined my proposal. We
already have the technology for what I am proposing, not the technology that DARPA'S 100 yr. Starship Program thinks
they need. We just don't need WARP Drive to get around the Solar System and to turn Earth into a Paradise!
I am looking for the kind of investor that can absorb the extreme statistical fluctuation-risk of drilling 20 dry holes, on an
average, to get to the one that pays the bills a hundred times over. Maybe you could help me find such an investor or
Philanthropist. Even as a non-profit, this will generate plenty of for-profit contracts and paid positions.
I think we will have a truly clear general picture for perhaps $10,000 to pay for between 50 and 100 hours so I can pay
badly needed consultants. Besides that, I also need to incorporate and pay an accountant before I can even handle
money. Assuming this initial Study goes well, we will probably know enough to write a budget for a modest initial research
effort. I really think most of the problems can be solved by adapting already existing solutions in a reasonably
straightforward manner.

